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Background
Results
H1) SVM are capable of predicting self report from EMG. Relationship
Machine learning techniques, such as support
vector machines (SVM), are specialized for the
between SVM and self report were assessed with correlations (Table 1) and
integration and utilization of complex patterns in MLM model variance explained (Table 2). For example of raw see Figure 1.
multivariate data. Blended emotional reactions
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(experience more than one emotion, Larson &
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McGraw, 2014) are elusive partially due to the
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Stimuli
Figure
1:
Example
Time
Series
Data collected during blended film clip viewing
from the DZA film collection. Duration 1.5-2 min
• 3 elicit anger and moral disgust (Mdisgust)
• 3 fear and pathogenic disgust (Grossed out)
(Hutcherson & Gross, 2013).

Electromyography
Bipolar Ag/AgCl electrodes, filtered, rectified, and
smoothed (100 ms moving average)

Adapted from
Fridlund &
Cacioppo (1986)

Continuous Self-Report
• Emotions rated separately during film, but after
EMG recording (3 views per film)
• Mouse used for 0-8 scale of intensity
• Lowest of two emotions (Min) used to assess
blend between two emotions, calculated for
each sample (Kreibig, Samson & Gross, 2013).
Support Vector Machines
• All data averaged to 200 ms bins
• Transformed percent change from baseline
• Trained with data from 60% of participants with
kernlab (R), Gaussian kernels, using 1 second
EMG data per film to predict 1 emotion (the
other emotion removed).
• Each observation includes the 2 most recent
time bins.
• SVM predictions of emotion were generated
from EMG of remaining participants
Analyses
• Multilevel models (MLM), using nlme (in R)
used to test all hypotheses
• To test the first hypothesis (H1), raw
predictions and self-report were used.
• For the last hypotheses (H2 and H3) the root
mean squared error (RMSE) for each second
was used as a dependent variable

H2) Blended emotional reactions will be more accurately predicted than
individual emotions for blended films. Fixed: Film Type x Emotion
• Least-squared means (lsmeans R) (Figure 2)
• Tukey’s pairwise: all emotions differ except moral disgust from anger or Min
of fear and grossed out (FG). Anger and moral disgust more accurately
predicted by SVM than fear and grossed out. Blended (Min) more accurately
predicted than constituent emotions
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